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THIS EXPERIMENT studied the adsorption of humic acid
(HA) by coarse (2-1 mm) and fine «1 mm) clay fractions

separated from alluvial soil (Shibin El-Kom) and the adsorption
of Fe and Zn on the formed clay-humic acid complexes at
different pH-values. The adsorbed amounts of HA (l1g HNg
clay) on the fine clay-fraction were larger than those adsorbed
by the coarse fraction and these amounts were increased by
adding HA. In other words, the HA concentration in
clay-humic acid complexes was increased by adding HA. The
adsorbed amounts of Fe and Zn (l1g metallg complex) increased
higher HA-concentrations in the complex. Moreover, these
amounts increased with increasing pH-values from 4.0 to 7.0.
The highest values of adsorbed Fe or Zn were found with the
complexes formed with the fine clay. The amounts of Fe or Zn
adsorbed by clay- HA complexes, related to ionic strength of
the solution, were the amounts in presence of O.OO4N NaCI and
they were higher than those in presence of O.004N CaCI2.
Moreover, the amounts of adsorbed Fe were higher than those
of adsorbed Zn in all experimental treatments.
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Several mechanisms are involved on the adsorption of humic substances by clay
minerals, the main ones being: 1- Physical adsorption, 2- Van der Waals,3
Electrostatic attraction of chemical elements, 4- H-bonding and 5- Coordination
complexes. The latter two mechanisms are considered as separate although
strictly speaking they fan within the other three categories. Two or more
mechanisms operate simultaneously, depending on the properties of the
organisms species, nature of the exchangeable cation on the clay, surface area,
acidity and moisture content of the system (Stevenson, I 994).


























